
Career Knowledge for 
LGBTQ+ Students

Part Four: 
Trans* Professional Pointers



• Can I put my chosen name on my resume?

• Are there times in the employment process when I have to use my legal 
name? 

• Do I correct an interviewer if they address me as him or her when 
identify as non-cis gender?

• Gendered: She, Her, Hers or He, Him, His 
• Gender-Neutral: They, Them, Theirs or Ze, Hir, Hirs or Ze, Zir, 

Zirs

• How do I work through the legal aspects of changing my name for 
employment purposes? https://transequality.org/documents

Trans* Job Search & Workplace Issues

Some questions often asked by Trans* job seekers:
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Presentation Notes
Many Trans individuals face difficult considerations in a job search and in some cases barriers to employment. A job search is hard for anyone, but the reality for trans job seekers it that the questions they need to ask themselves and prospective employers are different than many questions that others will ever have to think about: These questions are common issues and have no right answer, but talking through some ideas is often helpful for those seeking advice.  Can I put my chosen name on my resume? A resume is not a legal document, and you may choose to put your preferred name.  Many people use initials, put their preferred name in quotes or brackets, or simply use their preferred name.   There are some considerations, however.  Using the name that aligns with your current gender identify or expression may help the employer see you as you wish to be seen, but it is important to understand that it could also lead to confusion or disclosure before you intended. You can also use your chosen name in email communication and company phone directories.  Are there times in the employment process when I have to use my legal name? Many offers of employment are contingent on a new employee’s passing of a background check and completion of social security documents and insurance forms. Your legal name would need to be used for all of these steps to avoid any issues in the hiring process. Do I correct an interviewer if they address me as him or her when I identify as non-cis gender?  Determine your level of comfort.  Is this something that would be best to mention now, or would it easier to address it after you have the job?  Perhaps a conversation with your new manager (and HR) would be best once you have an offer in hand, but before you start the job.  Or, inform the interviewer by politely letting them know your preferred pronouns.  This is also something that you could identify in your email signature, or on LinkedIn, or even on your resume.  There are many posts online from HR professionals who want to treat all candidates respectfully and may be wondering this question – help them out by telling them.  You will likely find that they are receptive and want to address you in your preferred manner.  This is especially true if you have done the research mentioned in previous slides, and have applied with a company that has stated a commitment to diversity and inclusion.How do I work through the legal aspects of changing my name for employment purposes?  The process varies according to state, but there are resources to help.  Check out the ID Documents Center on the National Center for Transgender Equality website for a state by state guide, including links and forms. It is strongly recommended that any trans* person in circumstances such as this consult with legal counsel that has knowledge and expertise on transgender employment issues. The National Center for Transgender Equality and the Transgender Law Center are excellent organizations that assist with this. Links to these organizations are on the following page. 

https://transequality.org/documents


Case Study: Jessie

• 22 year-old looking for employment in finance
• Undergoing hormone replacement therapy and                                       

transitioning from male to female (MTF)
• Preferred pronouns: she, her and hers
• Identifies as a woman but presents more masculine
• Often assumed to be a man despite efforts to                                                                    

present more in line with her feminine identity

Jessie is preparing for an interview at a large, multinational finance 
corporation and is concerned about what to wear at the interview. She 
doesn’t know if she should wear male or female attire. 
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Please review the case study.Jessie is preparing for an interview at a large, multinational finance corporation and is concerned about what to wear at the interview. She doesn’t know if she should wear male or female attire.  What do you think Jessie should do? Jessie’s comfort level is key in this situation. She should start by doing some research on the company dress code and determine the level of formality appropriate for the interview. Considering her interview is at a large finance company Jessie is safe to assume that business professional would be appropriate.  However if she was uncertain, she could contact the company’s Human Resources department and ask what the standard attire is for their workplace. Jessie would not need to give her name in order to do this, she could simply state “I am a prospective employee and interested in employment at your company and am wondering what your dress code is for an entry-level position”.  Once she has determined the standard for attire at the company, Jessie should then choose an outfit based on that company standard. Let’s assume that the standard is indeed business professional like we initially guessed. Jessie’s decision from here could go several ways. If it is important for Jessie to be seen as a woman in her role at this company, she may decide to present on this interview how she would dress once fully transitioned. This would help to avoid confusion of others in the workplace and while Jessie does not owe an explanation to anyone, this circumstance could cause her added discomfort or stress in her job.Alternatively, Jessie could dress in a more gender neutral fashion. This would be a smart decision if Jessie doesn’t plan to dress in professional feminine attire, which include pencil skirts, dresses, heels, and blouses. Jessie could find that a simple blazer, trousers, a button-down shirt and tie are appropriate for anyone and meet with the standards for the finance company she is interviewing at. Through a quick internet search of gender neutral interview attire, Jessie will find that there are blogs and websites out there to help her and many others that are approaching this situation. Whatever clothing decision she makes, Jessie should follow the rule of thumb for all interview attire that calls for clothes to be clean, well-fit, and well pressed, and most importantly, to feel confident in her clothing. After all, interviewing is hard enough, and the last thing Jessie needs is to have go through an interview in clothes she doesn’t feel comfortable in!



I’m working through a lot of gender issues right 
now and career planning seems overwhelming. 

Where do I begin? 
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If this is a question you are currently asking yourself, you are not alone. This is often one of the biggest questions that trans* job seekers face. Where do I even begin? While working through gender issues, approaching job search and career issues may seem daunting or downright impossible. This is a big question to ask and not an easy one to answer, but always start with your support system.  That could be family and friends, but it can also be the many services available to you at your college campus.   At Drexel, this includes the Office of Equality and Diversity, the Student Center for Diversity and Inclusion, the Counselling Center, and the Steinbright Career Development Center.  Job searching can be difficult for many reasons and it is important to utilize all of the help that you can.  There are many supportive allies on campus who want to help – start with them and take steps toward your career goals when you are ready. Only you can answer when that time is, but do yourself a huge favor by reaching out to those who can help you get there, personally and professionally. 



National Center for Transgender Equality

HRC Transgender Visibility Guide

HRC Transgender Resources

Transgender Law Center

Transgender Law and Policy Institute

World Professional Association for Transgender Health

Trans* Helpful Links and Resources
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In addition to on campus support systems, there are many national and global professional organizations that help with career development for trans individuals. Some areas that these organizations guide and assist trans individuals through include navigating legal aspects of employment, transitioning on the job, making a disclosure plan, workplace discrimination and harassment, and making the most of your professional career. 

https://transequality.org/
http://www.hrc.org/files/assets/resources/transgender_visibility_guide_042013.pdf
http://www.hrc.org/resources/topic/transgender
https://transgenderlawcenter.org/about
http://www.transgenderlaw.org/
https://www.wpath.org/
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